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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a two-dimensional diuse interface model for the phase sepa-
ration of an incompressible and isothermal binary uid mixture with matched densities.
This model consists of the Navier{Stokes equations, nonlinearly coupled with a convective
nonlocal Cahn{Hilliard equation. The system rules the evolution of the (volume-averaged)
velocity u of the mixture and the (relative) concentration dierence ' of the two phases.
The aim of this work is to study an optimal control problem for such a system, the control
being a time-dependent external force v acting on the uid. We rst prove the existence
of an optimal control for a given tracking type cost functional. Then we study the dier-
entiability properties of the control-to-state map v 7! [u; '], and we establish rst-order
necessary optimality conditions. These results generalize the ones obtained by the rst
and the third authors jointly with E. Rocca in [19]. There the authors assumed a constant
mobility and a regular potential with polynomially controlled growth. Here, we analyze
the physically more relevant case of a degenerate mobility and a singular (e.g., logarith-
mic) potential. This is made possible by the existence of a unique strong solution which
was recently proved by the authors and C.G. Gal in [14].
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1 Introduction
A well-known diuse interface model for incompressible and isothermal binary uids is the
so-called Cahn{Hilliard{Navier{Stokes system (see, for instance, [1, 24, 25]). It consists of the
nonlinear coupling of the Navier{Stokes equations for the volume-averaged velocity u with the
convective Cahn{Hilliard equation for the (relative) concentration dierence ' of the two uids.
More precisely, assuming matched densities equal to unity, we have to deal with the system of
partial dierential equations
ut   2 div ((')Du) + (u  r)u+r = r'+ v; (1.1)
't + u  r' = div(m(')r); (1.2)
div(u) = 0; (1.3)
in Q := 
  (0; T ), where 
  Rd, d = 2; 3, is a bounded and smooth domain, T > 0 is a
prescribed nal time, and D denotes the symmetric gradient dened by Du :=
 ru+rTu=2.
Here, the viscosity () is strictly positive,  stands for the pressure, v is a given external force
density, m() is the mobility, and  represents the so-called chemical potential. Within the
phenomenological framework devised in [7],  is the functional derivative of the local Ginzburg{
Landau type functional
G(') =
Z


 jr'j2
2
+W (')

dx; (1.4)
whereW is a given double-well potential. Here, and in the following, all of the relevant physical
constants have been set equal to unity, for the sake of simplicity.
On the other hand, a physically more rigorous approach shows that  is the functional
derivative of a nonlocal functional of the following form (see [5, 21, 22, 23], cf. also [20] for a
detailed discussion):
F(') =  1
2
Z


Z


K(x  y)'(x)'(y)dxdy +
Z


F (')dx :
Here, K : Rd ! R is a suciently smooth interaction kernel such that K(x) = K( x), and F
is a convex potential (usually of logarithmic type).
In this contribution, we address an optimal control problem for the following nonlocal Cahn{
Hilliard{Navier{Stokes system:
ut   2 div ((')Du) + (u  r)u+r = r'+ v; (1.5)
't + u  r' = div(m(')r); (1.6)
 =  K  '+ F 0('); (1.7)
2
div(u) = 0; (1.8)
in Q, subject to the boundary conditions
u = 0; m(')r  n = 0; (1.9)
on  := @
 (0; T ), and to the initial conditions
u(0) = u0; '(0) = '0; (1.10)
in 
. Here, n stands for the outward unit normal to the boundary @
 of 
, while u0 and '0
are given functions.
Problem (1.5){(1.10) constitutes the state system of the control problem to be investigated
below. A slightly dierent version thereof has rstly been analyzed in [18] under rather general
assumptions on , m, J and F (see also [8, 15, 16, 17] for more restrictive assumptions). More
precisely, the mobility degenerates at the pure phases ' = 1, and F is a bounded (smooth)
potential, dened on ( 1; 1), whose derivatives are unbounded (i.e., a so-called singular poten-
tial). In particular, m and F can have the following form:
m(s) = 1  s2; F (s) = (1 + s) ln(1 + s) + (1  s) ln(1  s); s 2 ( 1; 1): (1.11)
In [18], the existence of a global weak solution was established for a constant viscosity, but
the same argument can easily be extended to nonconstant viscosities as well. Uniqueness and
existence of a strong solution are more delicate issues, and restricted to the two-dimensional
case. The former was analyzed in [13], proving a conditional weak-strong uniqueness, i.e., by
supposing that a strong solution exists. The existence of a strong solution has been much harder
to prove. This was done in the more recent contribution [14] by using a time-discretization
scheme combined with a suitable approximation of m and F .
In this paper, we aim to study optimal control problems for the state system (1.5){(1.10),
which, in order to have a well-dened control-to-state operator, postulates the unique solvability
of the state system itself. Also, the investigation of the dierentiability properties of the control-
to-state operator requires that the solution to the state system be suciently regular. Both
requirements make it necessary to restrict the analysis to the spatially two-dimensional case.
For this case, we can exploit the existence of a unique strong solution in order to formulate
an optimal distributed control problem which is similar to the one analyzed in [19] under the
more restrictive assumptions that m is constant and F : R! R is smooth with a polynomially
controlled growth. This is not just a minor generalization, since it requires a considerable
technical eort, and, besides, accounts for choices of m and F which are physically more
relevant. A similar problem was originally considered in [33] in the spatially three-dimensional
case for a convective nonlocal Cahn{Hilliard equation with degenerate mobility and singular
potential, where the control was given by the velocity itself. However, the assumptions in [33]
were more restrictive than the present ones. Indeed, the authors only considered solutions
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which are uniformly separated from the pure phases. Here, we do not use this property, so
the initial datum can even represent a pure phase. This is possible because the system is
conveniently reformulated in a more general form, following the approach devised in [12] for the
Cahn{Hilliard equation with degenerate mobility, singular potential and the standard chemical
potential (1.4). It is worth observing that for such an equation, and also for the corresponding
system (1.1){(1.3), only the existence of a global weak solution has been proven so far (cf. [6]).
Let us now introduce the control problem we are interested in (see [19]).
(CP) Minimize the tracking type cost functional
J (y;v) := 1
2
ku  uQk2L2(Q)2 +
2
2
k'  'Qk2L2(Q) +
3
2
ku(T )  u
k2L2(
)2
+
4
2
k'(T )  '
k2L2(
) +

2
kvk2L2(Q)2 ; (1.12)
where y := [u; '] solves the state system (1.5){(1.10).
Here, the quantities uQ 2 L2(0; T ;Gdiv), 'Q 2 L2(Q), u
 2 Gdiv, and '
 2 L2(
), are given
target functions, while i, i = 1; : : : ; 4, and  are some xed nonnegative constants that do not
vanish simultaneously. Moreover, Gdiv is the classical Navier{Stokes type space (see, e.g., [34]),
that is,
Gdiv :=

u 2 C10 (
)2 : div(u) = 0
	L2(
)d
:
The control v is supposed to belong to a convenient closed, bounded and convex subset (see
below) of the space of controls L2(0; T ;Gdiv).
We remind that optimal control problems for the Cahn{Hilliard{Navier{Stokes system with
(1.4) have recently been studied for the spatially three-dimensional case, where, however, the
time-discretized version case was considered (see [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]). We also refer to
the recent contributions [9, 10] for a treatment of the control by the velocity of convective
Cahn{Hilliard systems with dynamic boundary conditions in three dimensions.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notation, the basic as-
sumptions, and the notion of weak solutions to the state system. Then we report the existence
theorem mentioned above. Also, we state the existence and uniqueness result on strong solu-
tions to the state system for the case d = 2, which is fundamental for the control problem, and
the related hypotheses. Section 3 is devoted to establish some global stability estimates that
are crucial to analyze the control problem (CP). This is studied in Section 4: rst, we prove in
a standard way the existence of an optimal control; then we show the Frechet dierentiability
of the control-to-state map in suitable Banach spaces (where the stability estimates plays an
essential role). Finally, we establish rst-order optimality conditions.
Throughout the entire paper, we will repeatedly use Young's inequality
a b  a2 + 1
4
b2 for all a; b 2 R and  > 0 ; (1.13)
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and we employ the following notational convention for the use of constants in estimates: the
letter C denotes a generic positive constant depending only on the data of the respective
problem; the use of subscripts like in Cm;K signals that the constant depends in a bounded
way on the quantities occurring in the subscript (in this case, m and K), in particular. In any
case, the meaning will be clear and no confusion will arise.
2 Notation and known results for the state system
We set H := L2(
), V := H1(
), and denote by kk and (; ) the norm and the inner product,
respectively, in both H and Gdiv, as well as in L
2(
)2 and L2(
)22. The notation h; iX and
k  kX will stand for the duality pairing between a (real) Banach space X and its dual X 0, and
for the norm of X, respectively. The space
Vdiv :=

u 2 C10 (
)2 : div(u) = 0
	H1(
)d
is endowed with the scalar product
(u;v)Vdiv = (ru;rv) = 2(Du; Dv); 8u;v 2 Vdiv:
Let us also recall the denition of the Stokes operator S : D(S)\Gdiv ! Gdiv in the case of the
no-slip boundary condition (1.9)1, i.e., S =  P with domain D(S) = H2(
)d \ Vdiv, where
P : L2(
)d ! Gdiv is the Leray projector (see [34]). Notice that we have
(Su;v) = (u;v)Vdiv = (ru;rv); 8u 2 D(S); 8v 2 Vdiv:
We also recall that S 1 : Gdiv ! Gdiv is a self-adjoint and compact operator in Gdiv, and the
spectral theorem entails the existence of a sequence of eigenvalues j with 0 < 1  2    
and j ! 1, and a corresponding family of eigenfunctions wj 2 D(S), which is orthonormal
in Gdiv and satises Swj = jwj for all j 2 N. We also recall Poincare's inequality
1 kuk2  kruk2; 8u 2 Vdiv;
and two other inequalities, which are valid in two dimensions of space and will be used repeat-
edly in the course of our analysis, namely, the following special case of the Gagliardo{Nirenberg
inequality (see, e.g., [4]),
kvkL2q(
)  bC2 kvk1=q kvk1 1=qV ; 8 v 2 V; 2  q <1; (2.1)
and Agmon's inequality (see [2])
kvkL1(
)  bC3 kvk1=2 kvk1=2H2(
); 8 v 2 H2(
): (2.2)
In these inequalities, the positive constant bC2 depends on q and on 
  R2, while the positive
constant bC3 depends only on 
.
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The trilinear form b appearing in the weak formulation of the Navier{Stokes equations is
dened as usual, namely,
b(u;v;w) :=
Z


(u  r)v w dx 8u;v;w 2 Vdiv :
The associated bilinear operator B from Vdiv  Vdiv into V 0div is dened by hB(u;v);wi :=
b(u;v;w), for all u;v;w 2 Vdiv. We set Bu := B(u;u), for every u 2 Vdiv. We recall the
well-known identity
b(u;w;v) =   b(u;v;w) 8u;v;w 2 Vdiv;
and the two-dimensional inequality
jb(u;v;w)j  bC1 kuk1=2 kruk1=2 krvk kwk1=2 krwk1=2 8u;v;w 2 Vdiv;
with a constant bC1 > 0 that depends only on 
.
We now state the assumptions which ensure the existence of a global weak solution. Al-
though weak solutions do not play a role for our control problem, we have decided to include
the corresponding existence result for the sake of giving the reader a complete picture of the
well-posedness results known for the state system. In particular, we include the result for the
case of three dimensions of space, noting that this result is too weak for control purposes. We
make the following assumptions:
(V) The viscosity  is Lipschitz continuous on [ 1; 1], and there exists some 1 > 0 such that
1  (s) ; 8s 2 [ 1; 1] :
(K) K(   x) 2 W 1;1(
) for almost every x 2 
, and it holds that K(x) = K( x) and
sup
x2

Z


jK(x  y)jdy <1 ; sup
x2

Z


jrK(x  y)jdy <1 :
(H1) The mobility satises m 2 C1([ 1; 1]), m  0, and m(s) = 0 if and only if s =  1 or
s = 1. Moreover, there exists some 0 > 0 such that m is nonincreasing in [1  0; 1] and
nondecreasing in [ 1; 1 + 0].
(H2) F 2 C2( 1; 1) and  := mF 0 0 2 C ([ 1; 1]).
(H3) There exists some 0 > 0 such that F
00 is nonincreasing in [1  0; 1] and nondecreasing
in [ 1; 1 + 0].
(H4) There exists some c0 > 0 such that
F 00(s)  c0 ; 8 s 2 ( 1; 1) :
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(H5) There exists some 0 > 0 such that
(s)  0 ; 8 s 2 [ 1; 1] :
We also recall that if the mobility degenerates, then the notion of weak solution must be
formulated in a suitable way (cf. [12], see also [18]).
Denition 1. Let u0 2 Gdiv and '0 2 L1(
) with F ('0) 2 L1(
) and v 2 L2(0; T ;V 0div)
be given. A couple [u; '] is called a weak solution to (1.5){(1.10) on [0; T ] if and only if the
following conditions hold true:
 u and ' satisfy
u 2 L1(0; T ;Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv);
ut 2 L4=3(0; T ;V 0div) if d = 3;
ut 2 L2(0; T ;V 0div) if d = 2;
' 2 L1(0; T ;H) \ L2(0; T ;V )\L1(Q);
't 2 L2(0; T ;V 0);
j'(x; t)j  1 for a.e. (x; t) 2 Q;
 for every w 2 Vdiv, every  2 V , and almost every t 2 (0; T ), we have
hut;wiVdiv + 2 ( (')Du; Dw) + b(u;u;w) =  
 
(K  ')r';w+ hv;wiVdiv ;
h't;  iV +
Z


m(')F 00(')r'  r dx 
Z


m(')(rK  ')  r dx = (u';r );
 the initial conditions u(0) = u0 and '(0) = '0 are fullled.
We observe that the regularity properties of the weak solution imply the weak continuity u 2
Cw([0; T ];Gdiv) and ' 2 Cw([0; T ];H). Therefore, the initial conditions are meaningful.
We now report the result shown in [18]. In this connection, we point out that there the
viscosity  was assumed to be constant just to avoid technicalities; however, the assertion of
the theorem still holds true if  satises only (V) (see also [13] for further details).
Theorem 1. Assume that (V), (K) and (H1){(H5) are satised. Let u0 2 Gdiv and
'0 2 L1(
) with F ('0) 2 L1(
) and M('0) 2 L1(
) be given, where M 2 C2( 1; 1)
solves m(s)M 00(s) = 1 for all s 2 ( 1; 1) with M(0) = M 0(0) = 0. Assume also that
v 2 L2loc([0;1);V 0div). Then, for every T > 0, the state system (1.5){(1.10) admits a weak
solution [u; '] on [0; T ] such that the mean values satisfy '(t) = '0 for all t 2 [0; T ]. If d = 2,
then the weak solution [u; '] satises the energy equation
1
2
d
dt
 kuk2 + k'k2+ Z


m(')F 00(')jr'j2 dx + 2k
p
(')Duk2
7
=Z


m(')(rK  ')  r'dx  
Z


(K  ')u  r'dx + hv;uiVdiv for a.e. t 2 (0; T ): (2.3)
If d = 3, then [u; '] satises the energy inequality
1
2
 ku(t)k2 + k'(t)k2+ 2 Z t
0
k
p
(')Duk2(s) ds +
Z t
0
Z


m(')F 00(')jr'j2 dx ds
 1
2
 ku0k2 + k'0k2+ Z t
0
Z


m(')(rK  ')  r'dx ds
 
Z t
0
Z


(K  ')u  r'dx ds +
Z t
0
hv(s);u(s)iVdiv(s) ds ; 8 t 2 (0; T ]: (2.4)
As noted above, the notion of weak solution does not suce for purposes of optimal control
theory. In order to introduce the notion of strong solution, we need the slightly stronger
assumption:
(H2*) F 2 C3( 1; 1), and  := mF 00 2 C1([ 1; 1]).
We then set (see [14])
B(s) :=
Z s
0
()d ; 8s 2 [ 1; 1] : (2.5)
Moreover, we recall the denition of the notion of admissible kernels (see [3, Denition 1]):
Denition 2. A kernel K 2 W 1;1loc (Rd) is called admissible if and only if the following conditions
are satised:
(K1) K 2 C3(Rdnf0g);
(K2) K is radially symmetric, K(x) = ~K(jxj), and ~K is nonincreasing;
(K3) ~K 00(r) and ~K 0(r)=r are monotone on (0; r0) for some r0 > 0;
(K4) jD3K(x)j  Cdjxj d 1 for some C > 0.
For the readers' convenience, we report the following lemma.
Lemma 1. (cf. [3, Lemma 2]) Let K be admissible. Then, for every p 2 (1;1), there exists
some Cp > 0 such that
kr(rK   )kLp(
)dd  Cpk kLp(
) 8 2 Lp(
) ; (2.6)
where Cp = Cp for p 2 [2;1) and Cp = Cp= (p  1) for p 2 (1; 2), with some constant C > 0
which is independent of p:
After these preliminaries, we assume for the remainder of this paper that d = 2, which
implies that (2.1) and (2.2) are valid and the embedding V  Lp(
) is continuous and compact
for 1  p < +1. We now report the notion of strong solution introduced in [14]:
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Denition 3. Assume that u0 2 Vdiv, '0 2 V \ C(
) for some  2 (0; 1), and v 2
L2(0; T ;Gdiv) are given. A weak solution [u; '] to the state system (1.5){(1.10) on [0; T ] cor-
responding to [u0; '0] is called a strong solution if and only if it holds that
u 2 L1 (0; T ;Vdiv) \ L2(0; T ;H2 (
)2) ; ut 2 L2 (0; T ;Gdiv) ; (2.7)
' 2 L1(0; T ;V ) \ L2(0; T ;H2(
)) ; 't 2 L2(0; T ;H) ; (2.8)
ut   2div ((')Du) + (u  r)u+r =  (K  ')r'+ v a.e. in Q, (2.9)
't + u  r' = B(')  div
 
m(')(rK  ') a.e. in Q, (2.10)
div (u) = 0 a.e. in Q, (2.11)
u = 0 ;
rB(') m(')(rK  ')  n = 0 a.e. on  , (2.12)
for some  2 L2(0; T ;V ).
We have the following result (see [14, Thm.3.6] and [14, Rem.4.5], cf. also [14, Rem.3.7]).
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions (V), (K), (H1), (H2*){(H5) hold true, and assume
that either K 2 W 2;1loc (R2) or K is admissible. Let u0 2 Gdiv and '0 2 V \ L1(
) with
F ('0) 2 L1(
) and M('0) 2 L1(
) be given, where M is dened as in Theorem 1. Moreover,
suppose that v 2 L2(0; T ;Gdiv). Then, for every T > 0, the state system (1.5){(1.10) admits a
weak solution [u; '] on [0; T ]. If, in addition, u0 2 Vdiv and '0 2 V \C(
) for some  2 (0; 1),
then the state system (1.5){(1.10) admits a unique strong solution in the sense of Denition 3.
Finally, if '0 2 H2(
) fullls the compatibility condition
[rB('0) m('0)(rK  '0)]  n = 0 ; a.e. on @
 ; (2.13)
then the strong solution also satises
' 2 L1(0; T ;H2(
)) ; 't 2 L1(0; T ;H) \ L2(0; T ;V ) : (2.14)
Moreover, there exists a continuous and nondecreasing function Q1 : [0;1) ! [0;+1), which
only depends on F , m, K, , 
, T , u0 and '0, such that
kukL1([0;T ];Vdiv)\L2(0;T ;H2(
)2) + kutkL2([0;T ];Gdiv) + k'kL1([0;T ];H2(
))
+ k'tkL1([0;T ];H)\L2(0;T ;V )  Q1
 kvkL2(0;T ;Gdiv) : (2.15)
3 Stability of the control-to-state mapping
We shall henceforth assume that the initial data u0, '0 satisfy the following assumptions:
(H6) u0 2 Vdiv; '0 2 H2(
) satises (2.13); F ('0) 2 L1(
); M('0) 2 L1(
).
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Then we set
V := L2 (0; T ;Gdiv) ;
H := H1(0; T ;Gdiv) \ C0([0; T ];Vdiv) \ L2(0; T ;H2(
)2)
 C1([0; T ];H) \H1(0; T ;V ) \ L1(0; T ;H2(
)): (3.1)
On account of Theorem 2, the control-to-state mapping
S : V ! H; v 2 V 7! S(v) := [u; '] 2 H; (3.2)
where [u; '] is the (unique) strong solution to (1.5){(1.10) corresponding to the xed initial data
u0, '0 and to the control v 2 V , is well dened and locally bounded. We now establish some
global stability estimates for the strong solutions to the state system (1.5){(1.10). In doing this,
we can argue formally, since the arguments can be made rigorous within the approximation
scheme devised in [14]. The rst result is the following.
Lemma 2. Let the assumptions (V), (K), (H1), and (H2*){(H6) hold true, and suppose
that K 2 W 2;1loc (R2) or that K is admissible. Assume moreover that controls vi 2 V, i = 1; 2, are
given and that [ui; 'i] := S(vi), i = 1; 2, are the associated solutions to the state system (1.5){
(1.10). Then there exists a continuous function Q2 : [0;1)2 ! [0;1), which is nondecreasing
in both its arguments and depends only on the data F , m, K, 1, 
, T , u0 and '0, such that
we have the estimate
ku2   u1k2C0([0;t];Gdiv) + ku2   u1k2L2(0;t;Vdiv) + k'2   '1k2C0([0;t];H) + k'2   '1k2L2(0;t;V )
 Q2
 kv1kL2(0;T ;Gdiv); kv2kL2(0;T ;Gdiv) kv2   v1k2L2(0;T ;V 0div) 8 t 2 (0; T ]: (3.3)
Proof. In this proof, we omit the explicit dependence on time for the sake of simplicity. Let us
test the dierence between (2.10), written for each of the two solutions, by ' := '2   '1 in H.
Taking (2.11) into account, we obtain the dierential identity
1
2
d
dt
k'k2 + (u  r'2; ') + (r (B ('2) B ('1)) ;r')
= ((m('2) m('1)) (rK  '2) +m('1)rK  ';r') ; (3.4)
where u = u1 u2. Using (H5), the mean value theorem, the Gagliardo{Nirenberg inequality
(2.1), the boundedness of '2, the regularity result (2.14), and Young's inequality, we nd that
the third term on the left-hand side of (3.4) can be estimated as follows (cf. (2.5)):
(r (B ('2) B ('1)) ;r') = (('2)r'+ (('2)  ('1))r'1;r')
 0 kr'k2   k1 k'kL4(
) kr'1kL4(
)2 kr'k
 0 kr'k2   C k'1kH2(
)
 k'k+ k'k1=2kr'k1=2 kr'k
 0
2
kr'k2  Q k'k2; (3.5)
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where k1 := k0kC([ 1;1]). Here, and in the remainder of this proof, Q stands for a function
having similar properties as the function Q2 in the statement of the theorem.
Concerning the right-hand side of (3.4), we have, setting
m1 := max
'2[ 1;1]
jm(')j and m01 := max
'2[ 1;1]
jm0(')j; (3.6)
and using the mean value theorem and Young's inequality,
j((m('2) m('1)) (rK  '2) +m('1)rK  ';r')j
 (m01 +m1) krKkL1(
) k'k kr'k
 0
4
kr'k2 + C k'k2: (3.7)
Moreover, invoking (2.14), as well as Holder's and Young's inequalities, we readily nd that
j(u  r'2; ')j  kukL4(
)2 kr'2kL4(
)2 k'k  1
8
kruk2 +Q k'k2: (3.8)
Hence, combining (3.4){(3.8), we obtain that
1
2
d
dt
k'k2 + 0
4
kr'k2  Q k'k2 + 1
8
kruk2 a.e. in (0; T ): (3.9)
On the other hand, by testing the dierence of (2.9), written for each of the two solutions, by
u in Gdiv, and arguing as in the proof of [13, Thm. 7], the following dierential inequality can
be deduced:
1
2
d
dt
kuk2 + 1
4
kruk2  0
8
kr'k2
+ C

1 + kru2k2ku2k2H2(
) + k'1k2L4(
) + k'2k2L4(
)

k'k2
+ C kru1k2kuk2 + 1
1
kvk2V 0div a.e. in (0; T ): (3.10)
Therefore, we get
1
2
d
dt
kuk2 + 1
4
kruk2  0
8
kr'k2 + 1
 k'k2 + kuk2+ 1
1
kvk2V 0div a.e. in (0; T ); (3.11)
where v := v2   v1 and
1 := C

1 +Q+ kru2k2ku2k2H2(
) + k'1k2L4(
) + k'2k2L4(
)

2 L1(0; T ) :
By adding (3.9) to (3.11), and applying Gronwall's lemma to the resulting dierential inequality,
we nally obtain the asserted stability estimate (3.3).
The following higher-order stability estimate for the solution component ' will be crucial
for the proof of the Frechet dierentiability of the control-to-state mapping. In order to achieve
this, we need to strengthen the hypotheses (H1) and (H2*) somewhat. More precisely, we
postulate the following conditions:
11
(H1*) The mobility satises (H1) and also m 2 C2 ([ 1; 1]).
(H2**) F 2 C4( 1; 1) and  := mF 00 2 C2 ([ 1; 1]).
Moreover, we need the following lemma to handle some boundary terms.
Lemma 3. Let ;  2 H1=2(@
) \ L1(@
). Then  2 H1=2(@
) \ L1(@
), and we have
k kH1=2(@
)  kkL1(@
)k kH1=2(@
) + k kL1(@
)kkH1=2(@
):
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the denition of the space H1=2(@
) with
seminorm given by
jj2H1=2(@
) =
Z
@

Z
@

j(x)  (y)j2
jx  yj2 d (x)d (y); (3.12)
where d () is the surface measure on @
 (see, e.g., [11, Chapter IX, Section 18]).
We have the following stability result.
Lemma 4. Let the assumptions (V), (K), (H1*), (H2**), (H3)-(H6) hold true, and
suppose that K 2 W 2;1loc (R2) or that K is admissible. Then there exists a continuous function
Q3 : [0;1)2 ! [0;1), which is nondecreasing in both its arguments and depends only on the
data F , m, K, 1, 
, T , u0 and '0, such that we have for every t 2 (0; T ] the estimate
ku2   u1k2L1(0;t;Gdiv) + ku2   u1k2L2(0;t;Vdiv) + k'2   '1k2L1(0;t;V ) + k'2   '1k2L2(0;t;H2(
))
+ k'2   '1k2H1(0;t;H)  Q3
 kv1kL2(0;T ;Gdiv); kv2kL2(0;T ;Gdiv) kv2   v1k2L2(0;T ;V 0div) : (3.13)
Proof. In the following, the explicit dependence on time is omitted for simplicity. Let us take the
dierence between (2.10) written for each of the two solutions, and test the resulting equation
by (B ('2) B ('1))t in H. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we set u := u2   u1 and
' := '2   '1. On account of (2.5), we obtain almost everywhere in (0; T ) the identity
1
2
d	
dt
+
 
 ('1)'t; 't

=    (('2)  ('1))'2;t; 't
   u  r'2; (('2)  ('1))'2;t   u  r'2; ('1)'t
   u1  r'; (('2)  ('1))'2;t   u1  r'; ('1)'t
    (m0('2) m0('1))'2;t (rK  '2) ;r (B('2) B('1)) 
   m0('1)'t (rK  '2) ;r (B('2) B('1)) 
    (m('2) m('1)) (rK  '2;t) ;r (B('2) B('1)) 
   m0('1)'1;t (rK  ') ;r (B('2) B('1)) 
   m('1) (rK  't) ;r (B('2) B('1))  = 10X
j=1
I
(1)
j ; (3.14)
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where the quantities I
(1)
j , 1  j  10, have obvious meaning and the functional 	 is dened by
	 := kr (B('2) B('1)) k2   2
 
(m('2) m('1)) (rK  '2) ;r (B('2) B('1))

  2 m('1) (rK  ') ;r (B('2) B('1)) : (3.15)
We now estimate individually all of the terms on the right-hand side of (3.14). To this end, we
note that the mean value theorem yields that
j('2)  ('1)j + max
0k1
jm(k)('2) m(k)('1)j  C0 j'j a.e. in Q;
with some global constant C0. Moreover, we recall the continuity of the embedding V  L4(
),
the Gagliardo{Nirenberg inequality (2.1), and the regularity properties stated in Theorem 2.
Using Holder's and Young's inequalities, we obtain, for every  > 0 and 0 > 0 (which will be
specied later), the following chain of estimates:
I
(1)
1  C0 k'kL4(
) k'2;tkL4(
) k'tk   k'tk2 + C k'2;tk2V k'k2V ; (3.16)
I
(1)
2  C0 kukL4(
)2 kr'2kL4(
)2 k'kL4(
) k'2;tkL4(
)
 0 kruk2 + C0 k'2;tk2V k'k2V ; (3.17)
I
(1)
3  C kukL4(
)2 kr'2kL4(
)2 k'tk  Q kuk1=2 kruk1=2 k'tk
  k'tk2 + 0 kruk2 +Q kuk2 ; (3.18)
I
(1)
4  C0 ku1kL1(
)2 kr'k k'kL4(
) k'2;tkL4(
)  C ku1kH2(
)2 k'2;tkV k'k2V ; (3.19)
I
(1)
5  C ku1kL1(
)2 kr'k k'tk   k'tk2 + C ku1k2H2(
)2 k'k2V ; (3.20)
I
(1)
6  km0('2) m0('1)kL4(
) k'2;tkL4(
) krK  '2kL1(
)2 kr (B('2) B('1)) k
 C k'2;tkV k'kV kr (B('2) B('1)) k ; (3.21)
I
(1)
7 + I
(1)
10  C k'tk kr (B('2) B('1)) k
  k'tk2 + C kr (B('2) B('1)) k2 ; (3.22)
I
(1)
8  km('2) m('1)kL4(
) krK  '2;tkL4(
)2 kr (B('2) B('1)) k
 C k'2;tkV k'kV kr (B('2) B('1)) k ; (3.23)
I
(1)
9  C k'1;tkL4(
) krK  'kL4(
)2 kr (B('2) B('1)) k
 C k'1;tkV k'kV kr (B('2) B('1)) k : (3.24)
Here, and in the following, Q stands for a function having similar properties as the function
Q3 from the statement of the theorem. Inserting the estimates (3.16){(3.24) in (3.14), and
choosing  > 0 small enough, we obtain that almost everywhere in (0; T ) it holds
d	
dt
+ 0 k'tk2  4 0 kruk2 + 2
 k'k2V + kr (B('2) B('1)) k2+Q kuk2; (3.25)
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where
2 := C

1 + ku1k2H2(
)2 + k'1;tk2V + k'2;tk2V

2 L1(0; T ): (3.26)
We now aim to control the L2(
) norm of r (B('2) B('1)) by the H1(
) norm of ' (from
above and below). Now observe that
r (B('2) B('1)) = (('2)  ('1))r'2 + ('1)r' :
Hence, we deduce that
kr (B('2) B('1)) k2  20 kr'k2   2 kkC0([ 1;1]) k('2)  ('1)kL4(
) kr'2kL4(
)2 kr'k
 20 kr'k2   2C C0 k'kL4(
) kr'2kL4(
)2 kr'k
 20 kr'k2  Q
 k'k+ k'k1=2 kr'k1=2 kr'k
 1
2
20 kr'k2  Q k'k2 : (3.27)
On the other hand, it is immediately seen that we also have
kr (B('2) B('1)) k2  C k'k2V : (3.28)
Thanks to (3.27), (3.28), and to the denition (3.15), we then easily nd that
20
4
kr'k2  Q k'k2  	  C k'k2V : (3.29)
Adding (3.11) and (3.25), choosing 0 small enough, and employing the bound (3.29), we are
thus led to the dierential inequality (cf. also (2.15))
d
dt

	+
1
2
kuk2

+
1
8
kruk2 + 0 k'tk2
 2

	+
1
2
kuk2

+ (2 +Q)k'k2 + 1
1
kvk2V 0div ;
where v := v2   v1. Hence, Gronwall's lemma, (3.3), and (3.29) yield the stability estimate
(cf. also (2.15))
kuk2L1(0;t;Gdiv) + kuk2L2(0;t;Vdiv) + k'k2L1(0;t;V ) + k'tk2L2(0;t;H)  Q kvk2L2(0;T ;V 0div) : (3.30)
We now aim to control the L2(0; t;H2(
)) norm of ' in terms of the L2(0; t;H) norm of 't.
This will be achieved in three steps.
Step 1. Control of k B ('2) B ('1) kL2(0;t;H) in terms of k'tkL2(0;t;H).
We write (2.10) for both solutions and take the dierence of the equations. We then get the
identity
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
 
B ('2) B ('1)

= 't + u  r'2 + u1  r'+
 
m('2) m('1)

div(rK  '2)
+
 
(m0('2) m0('1))r'2 +m0('1)r'
  (rK  '2)
+m('1) div(rK  ') +m0('1)r'1  (rK  ') : (3.31)
It is easy to see that the L2(
) norms of the fourth to last terms on the right-hand side of (3.31)
can, on account of Lemma 1 and of the bound (2.14)1 for '1; '2, be estimated by C k'kV . By
virtue of Poincare's inequality, we therefore get that
k B ('2) B ('1) k  k'tk+ kukL4(
)2kr'2kL4(
)2 + ku1kL4(
)2kr'kL4(
)2 + Ck'kV
 k'tk+ Ckruk+ Ckr'k1=2k'k1=2H2(
) + Ck'kV
 k'tk+ Ckruk+ k'kH2(
) + Ck'kV ; (3.32)
for every  > 0 (to be xed later).
Step 2. Control of kB ('2) B ('1) kL2(0;t;H2(
)) in terms of k
 
B ('2) B ('1)
kL2(0;t;H).
We need to estimate the trace of the normal derivative of B ('2) B ('1) in H1=2(@
). For this
purpose, we write (2.12)2 for each solution and then take the dierence. From the resulting
equation, we get that
@
@n
 
B ('2) B ('1)

= (m('2) m('1)) (rK  '2)  n+m('1) (rK  ')  n a.e. on  :
By applying Lemma 3, we then obtain the estimate @
@n
 
B ('2) B ('1)

H1=2(@
)
 km('2) m('1)kL1(@
) k (rK  '2)  nkH1=2(@
)
+ k (rK  '2)  nkL1(@
) km('2) m('1)kH1=2(@
)
+ km('1)kL1(@
) k (rK  ')  nkH1=2(@
) + k (rK  ')  nkL1(@
) km('1)kH1=2(@
)
=:
4X
j=1
I
(2)
j ; (3.33)
with obvious meaning of I
(2)
j , 1  j  4. We now proceed to estimate the four terms on
the right-hand side individually. To this end, we employ Lemma 1, Agmon's inequality (2.2),
and the classical trace theorem, where Ctr denotes the constant of the continuous embedding
H1(
)  H1=2(@
). We also utilize the fact that if  2 H1(
) and j j   almost everywhere in

 for some positive constant  (with 
 smooth enough), then the trace 0 :=  j@
 2 H1=2(@
)
of  on the boundary @
 satises j0 j   a.e. on @
, and, moreover, if g 2 C1(R), then
g( ) 2 H1(
) and 0g( ) = g(0 ). With these tools at hand, we deduce, for every  > 0 (to
be xed later), the chain of estimates
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I
(2)
1  m01 k'kL1(
) kK  '2kH2(
)  Cm;K;
 k'k1=2 k'k1=2H2(
)
  k'kH2(
) + C;m;K;
 k'k ; (3.34)
I
(2)
2  k (rK  '2)  nkL1(@
)Ctr km('2) m('1)kV  Cm;K;
 k'kV ; (3.35)
I
(2)
3  m1 kK  'kH2(
)  Cm;K;
 k'k; (3.36)
I
(2)
4  krK  'kL1(
)2 Ctr km('1)kV  Cm;K;
 k'kL1(
)
  k'kH2(
) + C;m;K;
 k'k : (3.37)
Inserting the estimates (3.34){(3.37) in (3.33), and invoking (3.28), we deduce that
kB('2) B('1)kH2(
)  C k(B('2) B('1)) k+ C  k'kH2(
) + C k'kV a.e. in (0; T ):
(3.38)
Step 3. Control of k'kL2(0;t;H2(
)) in terms of kB('2) B('1)kL2(0;t;H2(
)).
We write the identity (cf. (2.5)) @j' = 
 1@jB('), j = 1; 2, for the two solutions and take the
dierence. For the second spatial derivatives @2ij', we get
@2ij' =
1
('1)
@2ij
 
B('2) B('1)

+
 1
('2)
  1
('1)

@2ijB('2)
 
 1
2('2)
  1
2('1)

@i('2)@jB('2)  1
2('1)
 
@i('2)  @i('1)

@jB('2)
  1
2('1)
@i('1)
 
@jB('2)  @jB('1)
  1
('1)
 
m('2) m('1)

@i'2 : (3.39)
Let us denote by I
(3)
j , j = 1; : : : ; 6, the L
2(
) norms of the six terms on the right-hand side
of the above identity. Now observe that (2.14) implies that @i'1; @i'2 2 L1(0; T ;Lp(
)) for
i = 1; 2 and all p 2 [1;+1). We can therefore infer from (H2), (2.1), and Young's inequality
the estimate
k@i('2)  @i('1)kL4(
)  Ck'kV + Ckr'kL4(
)2
 Ck'kV + Ckr'k1=2k'k1=2H2(
)
 k'kH2(
) + Ck'kV ; (3.40)
for any  > 0 (to be chosen later). The terms I
(3)
k can be estimated in the following way:
I
(3)
1 
1
0
k@2ij
 
B('2) B('1)
k ; (3.41)
I
(3)
2  C k'kL1(
) k@ijB('2)k  C k'k1=2 k'k1=2H2(
)
  k'kH2(
) + C k'k ; (3.42)
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I
(3)
3  C k'kL1(
) k@i('2)kL4(
) k@jB('2)kL4(
)
 C k'k1=2 k'k1=2H2(
)   k'kH2(
) + Ck'k ; (3.43)
I
(3)
4  C k@i('2)  @i('1)kL4(
) k@jB('2)kL4(
)
 C  k'kH2(
) + C k'kV ; (3.44)
I
(3)
5  C k@i('1)kL4(
) k@jB('2)  @jB('1)kL4(
)
 C kB('2) B('1)kH2(
) ; (3.45)
I
(3)
6  C k'kV : (3.46)
Here, we have used Agmon's inequality (2.2), as well as the fact that B('2) 2 L1(0; T ;H2(
))
and ('j) 2 L1(0; T ;W 1;p(
)), for all 1  p < +1, j = 1; 2. By means of the estimates
(3.41){(3.46), and taking  > 0 small enough, we deduce from (3.39) that
k'kH2(
)  C kB(; '2) B(; '1)kH2(
) + C k'k : (3.47)
Now, combining the estimates (3.32), (3.38), (3.47) obtained in the three steps above, and
xing  > 0 small enough, we nally deduce the desired control
k'kH2(
)  C k'tk+ C kruk+ C k'kV : (3.48)
The stability estimate (3.13) now immediately follows from (3.30) and (3.48). This concludes
the proof of the lemma.
4 Optimal control
We now study the optimal control problem (CP). Throughout this section, we assume that the
cost functional J is given by (1.12). Moreover, we assume that the set of admissible controls
Vad is dened by
Vad :=

v 2 L2(0; T ;Gdiv) : va;i(x; t)  vi(x; t)  vb;i(x; t); a.e. (x; t) 2 Q; i = 1; 2
	
; (4.1)
with given functions va;vb 2 L2(0; T ;Gdiv) \ L1(Q)2. Notice that the stability estimate pro-
vided by Lemma 4 yields that the control-to-state map S introduced above (cf. (3.1), (3.2))
is locally Lipschitz continuous from V into the space
W := C0([0; T ];Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv) H1(0; T ;H) \ C0([0; T ];V ) \ L2(0; T ;H2(
)):
(4.2)
We also point out that problem (CP) can be formulated in the form
min
v2Vad
f(v);
for the reduced cost functional dened by f(v) := J  S(v);v, for every v 2 V .
Let us rst prove that an optimal control exists.
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Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold true. Then the optimal control problem
(CP) on Vad admits a solution.
Proof. In the rst part of the proof, we can argue as in [19, Proof of Theorem 2]. We pick
a minimizing sequence fvng  Vad for (CP), and since Vad is bounded in V , we may assume
without loss of generality that vn ! v weakly in L2(0; T ;Gdiv) for some v 2 V . Since Vad is
convex and closed in V , and thus weakly sequentially closed, we have that v 2 Vad.
Moreover, S is a locally bounded mapping from V into H. Hence, setting [un; 'n] := S(vn),
n 2 N, we may without loss of generality assume that, with appropriate limit points [u; '],
un ! u weakly in L1(0; T ;Vdiv), weakly in H1(0; T ;Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;H2(
)2); (4.3)
'n ! ' weakly in L1(0; T ;H2(
)) \W 1;1(0; T ;H), weakly in H1(0; T ;V ): (4.4)
In particular, it follows from the compactness of the embedding H1(0; T ;V )\L1(0; T ;H2(
))
 C0([0; T ];Hr(
)) for 0  r < 2, given by the Aubin-Lions lemma (cf. [32]), that 'n ! '
strongly in C0(Q). Hence, we have ('n) ! (') strongly in C0(Q). Moreover, we also have,
by compact embedding, that un ! u strongly in L2(0; T ;Gdiv). By employing these weak and
strong convergence properties, we can now pass to the limit in the weak formulation of the
state system (1.5){(1.10) (cf. Denition 1) to see that [u; '] satises the weak formulation
corresponding to v. Notice that, instead of passing to the limit in the weak formulation of the
nonlocal Cahn{Hilliard equation (1.6) given in Denition 1, we can alternatively pass to the
limit in the weak formulation of (2.10), which reads
h't;  iV + (rB(; ');r )  (m(') (rK  ') ;r ) = (u';r ) (4.5)
for every  2 V and almost any t 2 (0; ; T ). Hence, we have [u; '] = S(v), that is, the pair
([u; '];v) is admissible for (CP). Finally, thanks to the weak sequential lower semicontinuity of
J and to the weak convergences (4.3), (4.4), we infer that the state [u; '] = S(v) is a solution
to (CP).
The linearized system. Assume that the assumptions of Lemma 4 are fullled. We x a
control v 2 V and let [u; '] := S(v) 2 H be the associated unique strong solution to the
state system (1.5){(1.10) according to Theorem 2. Let an arbitrary h 2 V be given. In order
to prove Frechet dierentiability of the control-to-state operator at v, we rst consider the
following system, which is obtained by linearizing the state system (1.5){(1.10) at [u; ']:
t   2 div
 
(')D
  2 div  0(')  Du+ (u  r)  + (  r)u+r
=  (rK  ') + ' (rK  ) + h in Q; (4.6)
t + u  r =    r'+ div
 
(')r  div m0(')r (K  ') 
  div m(') (rK  ) + div 0(')r' in Q; (4.7)
div() = 0; in Q; (4.8)
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 = 0 on ; (4.9)
(')r  m0(')r K  ' m(') rK  + 0(')r'  n = 0 on ; (4.10)
(0) = 0; (0) = 0 in 
: (4.11)
We rst prove that system (4.6){(4.11) has a unique weak solution.
Proposition 1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 be satised. Then problem (4.6){(4.11) has
for every h 2 V a unique weak solution [; ] such that
 2 H1(0; T ;V 0div) \ C0([0; T ];Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv);
 2 H1(0; T ;V 0) \ C0([0; T ];H) \ L2(0; T ;V ): (4.12)
Moreover, there is some constant K1 > 0, which depends only on the data of the state system,
such that, for every t 2 (0; T ],
kkH1(0;t;V 0div)\C0([0;t];Gdiv)\L2(0;t;Vdiv) + kkH1(0;t;V 0)\C0([0;t];H)\L2(0;t;V )  K1 khkV : (4.13)
Proof. We make use of a Faedo{Galerkin approximating scheme. Following the lines of [8], we
introduce the family fwjgj2N of the eigenfunctions to the Stokes operator S as a Galerkin basis
in Vdiv and the family f jgj2N of the eigenfunctions to the Neumann operator A :=  +I as a
Galerkin basis in V . Both these eigenfunction families fwjgj2N and f jgj2N are assumed to be
suitably ordered and normalized. Moreover, recall that, since wj 2 D(S), we have div(wj) = 0.
Then we look for two functions of the form
n(t) :=
nX
j=1
a
(n)
j (t)wj ; n(t) :=
nX
j=1
b
(n)
j (t) j ;
that solve the following approximating problem:
h@tn(t);wiiVdiv + 2
 
('(t))Dn(t); Dwi

+ 2
 
 0('(t)) n(t)Du(t); Dwi

+ b(u(t); n(t);wi) + b(n(t);u(t);wi)
=
 
n(t)(rK  ')(t);wi

+
 
'(t)(rK  n)(t);wi

+ (h(t);wi) ; (4.14)
h@tn(t);  iiV =  
 
('(t))rn(t);r i

+
 
m0('(t))n(t)r (K  ') (t);r i

+
 
m('(t)) (rK  n) (t);r i
    n(t)0('(t))r'(t);r i+ (u(t) n(t);r i)
+ (n(t)'(t);r i); (4.15)
n(0) = 0; n(0) = 0; (4.16)
for i = 1; : : : ; n, and for almost every t 2 (0; T ). It is immediately seen that the above system
can be reduced to a Cauchy problem for a system of 2n linear ordinary dierential equations
in the 2n unknowns a
(n)
i , b
(n)
i , in which, owing to the regularity properties of [u; '], all of the
coecient functions belong to L2(0; T ). Thanks to Caratheodory's theorem, we can conclude
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that this problem enjoys a unique solution a(n) := (a
(n)
1 ;    ; a(n)n )t, b(n) := (b(n)1 ;    ; b(n)n )t, such
that a(n); b(n) 2 H1(0; T ;Rn), which then species [n; n].
We now derive a priori estimates for n and n that are uniform in n 2 N. To begin with,
let us multiply (4.14) by a
(n)
i , (4.15) by b
(n)
i , sum over i = 1;    ; n, and add the resulting
identities. Omitting the argument t for the sake of a shorter exposition, we then obtain, almost
everywhere in (0; T ),
1
2
d
dt
 knk2 + knk2 + 2  (')Dn; Dn +  (')rn;rn =  b(n;u; n)
  2   0(') nDu; Dn +  n(rK  '); n +  ' (rK  n); n
+ (h; n) +
 
m0(')nr (K  ') ;rn

+
 
m(') (rK  n) ;rn

   n0(')r';rn + (n ';rn): (4.17)
Let us now estimate the terms on the right-hand side of this equation individually. In the
remainder of this proof, we use the following abbreviating notation: the letter C will stand
for positive constants that depend only on the global data of the state system, on v, and on
[u; '], but not on n 2 N; moreover, by C we denote constants that in addition depend on the
quantities indicated by the index , but not on n 2 N. Both C and C may change within
formulas and even within lines.
The rst two terms on the right-hand side can be estimated exactly as in [19, Proof of
Proposition 1], namely,
jb(n;u; n)j   krnk2 + C kuk2H2(
)2 knk2; (4.18)2   0(') nDu; Dn   krnk2 + 0 krnk2 + C;0 kuk2H2(
)2 knk2: (4.19)
Concerning the other terms, we have, using Holder's inequality, Young's inequality, and the
global bounds (2.15) as main tools, the following series of estimates: n(rK  '); n  CK(knk2 + knk2) ; (4.20) ' (rK  n); n  CK(knk2 + knk2) ; (4.21)
j(h; n)j 
1
2
(khk2 + knk2) ; (4.22) m0(')nr (K  ') ;rn  km0(')kL1(
)knkL4(
)kr (K  ') kL4(
)krnk
 0krnk2 + Cm;0knk2L4(
)kr (K  ') k2L4(
)
 0krnk2 + Cm;K;0k'k2H2(
)
 knk2 + knkkrnk
 20krnk2 + Cm;K;0knk2 ; (4.23) m(') (rK  n) ;rn  km(')kL1(
)krK  nkkrnk
 0krnk2 + Cm;K;0knk2 ;
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 n0(')r';rn  knkL4(
)k0(')kL1(
)kr'kL4(
)krnk (4.24)
 0krnk2 + C;0knk2 ;
j(n ';rn)j  0krnk2 + C0knk2 : (4.25)
Hence, inserting the estimates (4.18)-(4.25) in (4.17) and choosing  > 0 and 0 > 0 small
enough (i.e.,   1=4 and 0  0=12), we obtain the estimate
d
dt
 knk2 + knk2+ 1 krnk2 + 0 krnk2
 C  1 + kuk2H2(
)2 knk2 + knk2 + khk2: (4.26)
Observe now that, owing to (2.15), the mapping t 7! ku(t)k2H2(
)2 belongs to L1(0; T ). There-
fore, Gronwall's lemma yields, for every t 2 (0; T ],
knkL1(0;t;Gdiv)\L2(0;t;Vdiv)  C khkV ; knkL1(0;t;H)\L2(0;t;V )  C khkV ; (4.27)
for all n 2 N.
Moreover, by comparison in (4.14) and (4.15), we can easily deduce also the estimates for
the time derivatives @tn and @tn. Indeed, we have, for every t 2 (0; T ),
k@tnkL2(0;t;V 0div)  C khkV ; k@tnkL2(0;t;V 0)  C khkV ; for all n 2 N: (4.28)
From (4.27), (4.28), we deduce the existence of a subsequence, which is again indexed by n,
such that, with two functions ,  satisfying (4.12), we have
n !  weakly in H1(0; T ;V 0div) \ L1(0; T ;Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv) ;
n !  weakly in H1(0; T ;V 0) \ L1(0; T ;H) \ L2(0; T ;V ) :
Then, by means of standard arguments, we can pass to the limit as n ! 1 in (4.14){(4.16)
and prove that ,  satisfy the weak formulation of the problem (4.6){(4.11). Notice that we
actually have the regularity (4.12), since the space H1(0; T ;V 0div)\L2(0; T ;Vdiv) is continuously
embedded in C0([0; T ];Gdiv); similarly we obtain that  2 C0([0; T ];H). Moreover, from (4.27),
(4.28) and the weak and weak sequential semicontinuity of norms it follows that (4.13) is
satised.
Finally, in order to prove that the solution ;  is unique, we can test the dierence between
(4.6), (4.7), written for two solutions [1; 1] and [2; 2], by  := 1   2 and by  := 1   2,
respectively. Since the problem is linear, the argument is straightforward, and the details can
be left to the reader.
Dierentiability of the control-to-state operator. In this subsection, we prove the fol-
lowing result which is crucial to establish optimality conditions.
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Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold true. Then the control-to-state operator
S : V ! H is Frechet dierentiable on V when viewed as a mapping between the spaces V and
Z, where
Z := C0([0; T ];Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv) C0([0; T ];H) \ L2(0; T ;V ):
Moreover, for any v 2 V, the Frechet derivative S 0(v) 2 L(V ;Z) is given by S 0(v)h = [h; h];
for all h 2 V, where [h; h] is the unique weak solution to the linearized system (4.6){(4.11)
at [u; '] = S(v) that corresponds to h 2 V.
Proof. Let v 2 V be xed and [u; '] = S(v). Recalling (4.13), we rst note that the linear
mapping h 7! [h; h] belongs to L(V;Z), in particular. Moreover, let  > 0 be xed. In the
following, we consider perturbations h 2 V such that khkV  . For any such perturbation
h, we put
[uh; 'h] := S(v + h); ph := uh   u  h; qh := 'h   '  h:
Notice that we have the regularity
ph 2 H1(0; T ;V 0div) \ C0([0; T ];Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv);
qh 2 H1(0; T ;V 0) \ C0([0; T ];H) \ L2(0; T ;V ) : (4.29)
By virtue of (2.15) and of (3.13), there is a constant C1 > 0, which may depend on the data of
the problem and on , such that we have: for every h 2 V with khkV   it holds[uh; 'h]H  C1 ; k'hkC0(Q)  C1 ; (4.30)
kuh   uk2C0([0;t];Gdiv)\L2(0;t;Vdiv) + k'h   'k2H1(0;t;H)\C0([0;t];V )\L2(0;t;H2(
))  C1 khk2V ; (4.31)
for every t 2 (0; T ].
After some straightforward algebraic manipulations, we can see that ph; qh (which, for
simplicity, shall henceforth be denoted by p; q) is a solution to the weak analogue of the following
problem:
pt   2 div
 
(')Dp
  2 div (('h)  ('))D(uh   u)  2 div (('h)  (')   0('))Du
+
 
(uh   u)  r(uh   u) + (p  r)u+ (u  r)p+reh
=   K  ('h   ')r('h   ')  ( K  q)r'  (K  ')rq in Q; (4.32)
qt + (u
h   u)  r('h   ') + p  r'+ u  rq = div (')rq
+ div
 
(('h)  ('))r('h   ')+ div (('h)  (')  (0(')))r'
  div (m('h) m('))rK  ('h   ')
  div (m('h) m(') m0('))rK  '  div m(')rK  q in Q; (4.33)
div(p) = 0 in Q; (4.34)
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p = 0 on ; (4.35)
(')rq +  ('h)  (')r('h   ') +  ('h)  (')  (0('))r'
  (m('h) m('))rK  ('h   ')  (m('h) m(') m0('))rK  '
 m(')rK  q  n = 0 on ; (4.36)
p(0) = 0; q(0) = 0 in 
: (4.37)
That is, p and q solve the following variational problem (where we avoid to write the argument
t of the involved functions):
hpt;wiVdiv + 2
 
(')Dp; Dw

+ 2
 
(('h)  ('))D(uh   u); Dw
+ 2
 
(('h)  (')   0(')h)Du; Dw+ b(p;u;w) + b(u;p;w)
+ b(uh   u;uh   u;w)
=    K  ('h   ')r('h   ');w   (K  q)r';w   (K  ')rq;w; (4.38)
hqt;  iV +
 
(uh   u)  r('h   ');  +  p  r';  +  u  rq;  
=   (')rq;r    (('h)  ('))r('h   ');r    (('h)  (')  (0(')))r';r 
+
 
(m('h) m('))rK  ('h   ');r ) +  (m('h) m(') m0('))rK  ';r 
+
 
m(')rK  q;r ; (4.39)
for every w 2 Vdiv, every  2 V and almost every t 2 (0; T ).
We now choose w = p(t) 2 Vdiv and  = q(t) 2 V as test functions in equations (4.38)
and (4.39), respectively. This gives the identities (omitting the explicit dependence on t)
1
2
d
dt
kpk2 + 2
Z


(')Dp : Dp dx + 2
Z


((('h)  ('))D(uh   u) : Dp dx
+ 2
Z


 0(') q Du : Dp dx +
Z


 00(h1 ) ('
h   ')2Du : Dp dx +
Z


(p  r)u  p dx
+
Z


 
(uh   u)  r(uh   u)  p dx =  Z


 
K  ('h   ')r('h   ')  p dx
 
Z


(K  q)r'  p dx  
Z


(K  ')rq  p dx ; (4.40)
1
2
d
dt
kqk2 +
Z


 
(uh   u)  r('h   ') q dx + Z


(p  r') q dx
=  
Z


(')jrqj2 dx 
Z


(('h)  ('))r('h   ')  rq dx
 
Z


(('h)  (')  (0(')))r'  rq dx
+
Z


(m('h) m('))  rK  ('h   ')  rq dx
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+Z


(m('h) m(') m0(')) (rK  ')  rq dx+
Z


m(') (rK  q)  rq dx: (4.41)
In (4.40), we have used Taylor's expansion
('h) = (') +  0(')('h   ') + 1
2
 00(h1 )('
h   ')2; (4.42)
where
h1 = 
h
1'
h + (1  h1 )'; h1 = h1 (x; t) 2 (0; 1):
Moreover, in the integration by parts on the right-hand side of (4.41), we employed the boundary
condition (4.36), which can be written for 'h and for ', and (4.10).
We now estimate all of the terms in (4.40) and in (4.41). Concerning the ones in (4.40),
these can be estimated exactly as in [19]. Hence, we just report these estimates omitting the
details. We denote by C positive constants that may depend on the data of the system, but
not on the choice of h 2 V with khkV  , while C denotes a positive constant that also
depends on the quantity indicated by .
Denoting by I
(4)
3 ; : : : ; I
(4)
7 the absolute values of the third to seventh terms on the left-
hand side of (4.40), and by I
(5)
1 ; : : : ; I
(5)
3 the three terms on the right-hand side, we have, with
constants  > 0 and 0 > 0 that will be xed later, the following series of estimates:
I
(4)
3   krpk2 + C kr(uh   u)k
 kuhkH2(
)2 + kukH2(
)2 khk2V ; (4.43)
I
(4)
4   krpk2 + 0 krqk2 + C;0
 
1 + kuk2H2(
)2
 kqk2 ; (4.44)
I
(4)
5   krpk2 + C kuk2H2(
)2 khk4V ; (4.45)
I
(4)
6   krpk2 + C kuk2H2(
)2 kpk2 ; (4.46)
I
(4)
7   krpk2 + C kr(uh   u)k2 khk2V ; (4.47)
I
(5)
1   krpk2 + C khk4V ; (4.48)
I
(5)
2   krpk2 + C kqk2 ; (4.49)
I
(5)
3  0 krqk2 + C0 kpk2 : (4.50)
Let us now consider (4.41). To estimate some of the terms in this equation, we shall employ
the following identity, which holds for general functions G 2 C2([ 1; 1]):
G('h) G(') G0(') = G0(')q + 1
2
G
00
(h)
 
'h   '2 ; (4.51)
with h = h'h + (1  h)', h = h(x; t) 2 (0; 1). We denote by I(6)1 ; I(6)2 the absolute values
of the two terms on the left-hand side, which can be estimated exactly as in [19] (we therefore
omit the details), and by I
(7)
1 ; : : : ; I
(7)
6 the six terms on the right-hand side of (4.41). Using the
mean value theorem, (2.1), (4.30), (4.31), Holder's and Young's inequalities, and the continuity
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of the embedding V  Lp(
) for 1  p < +1 in two dimensions of space, we obtain the
following series of estimates:
I
(6)
1  0 krqk2 + kqk2 + C0 kr(uh   u)k2 khk2V ; (4.52)
I
(6)
2   krpk2 + C kqk2 ; (4.53)
I
(7)
1   0 krqk2 ; (4.54)
I
(7)
2  k('h)  (')kL4(
) kr('h   ')kL4(
) krqk
 C k'h   'kL4(
) kr('h   ')kL4(
)k krqk
 0 krqk2 + C0 k'h   'k2V k'h   'k2H2(
)2 ; (4.55)
I
(7)
3 

k0(')qkL4(
) + 1
2
k00(h2 )('h   ')2kL4(
)

kr'kL4(
) krqk
 C kqkL4(
) + k'h   'k2L8(
) krqk
 C (kqk+ kqk1=2 krqk1=2) krqk+ k'h   'k2V krqk
 0 krqk2 + C0 kqk2 + C0 k'h   'k4V  0 krqk2 + C0 kqk2 + C0 khk4V ; (4.56)
I
(7)
4  km('h) m(')kL4(
) krK  ('h   ')kL4(
) krqk  C k'h   'k2V krqk
 0 krqk2 + C0 k'h   'k4V  0 krqk2 + C0 khk4V ; (4.57)
I
(7)
5 

km0(') qk+ 1
2
km00(h4 )('h   ')2k

krK  'kL1(
) krqk
 C kqk+ k'h   'k2L4(
) krqk
 0 krqk2 + C0 kqk2 + C0 k'h   'k4V  0 krqk2 + C0 kqk2 + C0 khk4V ; (4.58)
I
(7)
6  km(')kL1(
) krK  qk krqk  0 krqk2 + C0 kqk2 : (4.59)
We now insert estimates (4.43){(4.50) in (4.40) and the estimates (4.52){(4.59) in (4.41).
Adding the resulting inequalities, and taking ; 0 > 0 small enough (in particular,   1=16
and 0  0=20), we nd that
d
dt
 kphk2 + kqhk2+ 1krphk2 + 0krqhk2   (kphk2 + kqhk2+  khk4V + hkhk2V ;
where the functions ;h 2 L1(0; T ) are given by
(t) := C
 
1 + ku(t)k2H2(
)2

;
h(t) := C
 kuh(t)kH2(
)2 + ku(t)kH2(
)2kr(uh   u)(t)k+ kr(uh   u)(t)k2
+ k('h   ')(t)k2H2(
)

:
Recalling that khkV  , thanks to (4.30) and (4.31), we getZ T
0
h(t) dt  C khkV :
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Taking (4.37) into account, an application of Gronwall's lemma yields the estimate
kphk2C0([0;T ];Gdiv) + kphk2L2(0;T ;Vdiv) + kqhk2C0([0;T ];H) + kqhk2L2(0;T ;V )  C khk3V :
We therefore have
kS(v + h)  S(v)  [h; h]kZ
khkV =
k[ph; qh]kZ
khkV  C khk
1=2
V ! 0;
as khkV ! 0. This concludes the proof of the assertion.
First-order necessary optimality conditions. From Theorem 4, by arguing as in the proof
of [19, Corollary 1], we can deduce the following necessary optimality condition:
Corollary 1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold true. If v 2 Vad is an optimal control for
(CP) with associated state [u; '] = S(v), then the following inequality holds true:
1
Z T
0
Z


(u  uQ)  h dx dt + 2
Z T
0
Z


('  'Q) h dx dt + 3
Z


(u(T )  u
)  h(T ) dx
+ 4
Z


('(T )  '
) h(T ) dx + 
Z T
0
Z


v  (v   v) dx dt  0 8v 2 Vad; (4.60)
where [h; h] is the unique solution to the linearized system (4.6){(4.11) corresponding to
h = v   v.
The adjoint system and rst-order necessary optimality conditions. We now aim
to eliminate the variables [h; h] from the variational inequality (4.60). To this end, let us
introduce the following adjoint system:
ept =   2 div (')Dep  (u  r) ep+ (ep  rT )u + eqr'  1(u  uQ); in Q; (4.61)
eqt =   div (')req   m0(')r(K  ')  req
 rK _(m(')req) + 0(')r'  req   (rK  ')  ep   rK  (' ep)
+ 2 0(')Du : Dep   u  req   2('  'Q); in Q; (4.62)
div(ep) = 0; in Q; (4.63)
ep =0; @eq
@n
= 0; on ; (4.64)
ep(T ) = 3(u(T )  u
); eq(T ) = 4('(T )  '
); in 
: (4.65)
Here, we have set
(rK _req)(x) := Z


rK(x  y)  req(y) dy for a. e. x 2 
 :
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Recalling that u
 2 Gdiv and '
 2 H, we expect the solution to (4.61){(4.65) to have the
regularity properties
ep 2 H1(0; T ;V 0div) \ C([0; T ];Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv); (4.66)eq 2 H1(0; T ;V 0) \ C([0; T ];H) \ L2(0; T ;V ): (4.67)
Hence, the pair [ep; eq ] must be understood as a solution to the weak formulation of the system
(4.61){(4.65). In particular, the following identities must hold:
hept;ziVdiv = 2  (')Dep; Dz   b(u; ep;z) + b(z;u; ep) +  eqr';z  1 (u  uQ);z; (4.68)
heqt; iV =  (')req;r    m0(')r(K  ')  req; 
   rK _(m(')req);  +  0(')r'  req;     (rK  ')  ep; 
   rK  (' ep);  + 2   0(')Du : Dep; 
   u  req;     2('  'Q);  ; (4.69)
for every z 2 Vdiv, every  2 V and almost every t 2 (0; T ). We have the following result.
Proposition 2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold true. Then the adjoint system (4.61){
(4.65) has a unique weak solution [ep; eq] satisfying (4.66){(4.67).
Proof. We only give a sketch of the proof, which can be carried out arguing as the proof of
Proposition 1. In particular, we omit the details of the construction of an approximating
Faedo{Galerkin scheme and only derive the basic a priori estimates. To this end, we take
z = ep(t) 2 Vdiv in (4.68) and  = eq(t) 2 H in (4.69), and add the resulting equations.
Omitting the argument t again, we now estimate all the terms on the right-hand side of the
resulting identity. We denote by C positive constants that only depend on the global data and
on [u; '], while C stands for positive constants that also depend on the quantity indicated
by the index . Using the elementary Young's inequality (1.13), the Holder and Gagliardo{
Nirenberg inequalities (cf. (2.1)), Young's inequality for convolution integrals, as well as the
assumptions and the global bound (2.15), we obtain (with positive constants  and 0 that will
be xed later) the following series of estimates: Z


(ep  rT )u  ep dx  kepk krukL4(
)22 kepkL4(
)2   krepk2 + C kuk2H2(
)2 kepk2; (4.70) Z


eqr'  ep dx  keqk kr'kL4(
)2 kepkL4(
)2   krepk2 + C keqk2; (4.71)1 Z


(u  uQ)  ep dx  1 ku  uQk kepk  kepk2 + 21
4
ku  uQk2; (4.72) Z


m0(') eqr(K  ')  req dx  m01 keqkL4(
) kr(K  ')kL4(
)2 kreqk
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 Cm;K
 keqk+ keqk1=2 kreqk1=2 kreqk  0 kreqk2 + C0;m;K keqk2 ; (4.73) Z


eqrK _(m(')req) dx  CK keqk km(')reqk  0 kreqk2 + C0;m;K keqk2 ; (4.74) Z


0(') eqr'  req dx  01 keqkL4(
) kr'kL4(
)2 kreqk (4.75)
 C
 keqk+ keqk1=2 kreqk1=2 kreqk  0 kreqk2 + C0; keqk2 ; (4.76) Z


(rK  ')  ep eq dx  CK(kepk2 + keqk2) ; (4.77) Z


eqrK  (' ep) dx  CK(kepk2 + keqk2) ; (4.78)2 Z


 
 0(')Du :Dep eq dx  C kDukL4(
)22 kDepk keqkL4(
) (4.79)
 C kDukL4(
)22 kDepk  keqk+ keqk1=2 kreqk1=2 (4.80)
  krepk2 + 0 kreqk2 + C;0;  1 + kuk2H2(
)2 keqk2; (4.81)2 Z


('  'Q) eq dx  2 k'  'Qk keqk  keqk2 + 22
4
k'  'Qk2 : (4.82)
Choosing now  > 0 and 0 > 0 small enough (in particular, 3   1=2 and 5 0  0=2), we
arrive at the following dierential inequality:
d
dt
 kepk2 + keqk2 + 1  kepk2 + keqk2+ 2  1 krepk2 + 0 kreqk2; (4.83)
where the functions 1; 2 2 L1(0; T ) are given by
1(t) := C
 
1 + ku(t)k2H2(
)2

; 2(t) := 
2
1 k(u  uQ)(t)k2 + 22 k('  'Q)(t)k2:
By applying the (backward) Gronwall lemma to (4.83), we obtain
kep(t)k2 + keq(t)k2  hkep(T )k2 + keq(T )k2 + Z T
t
2()d
i
e
R T
t 1()d
 C
h
kep(T )k2 + keq(T )k2 + 21 ku  uQk2L2(0;T ;Gdiv) + 22 k'  'Qk2L2(Q)i;
for all t 2 [0; T ]. From this estimate, and by integrating (4.83) over [t; T ], we can deduce
the estimates for ep and eq in C0([0; T ];Gdiv) \ L2(0; T ;Vdiv) and in C0([0; T ];H) \ L2(0; T ;V ),
respectively. A comparison argument in (4.61) and (4.62) entails the estimates for ept and eqt in
L2(0; T ;V 0div) and in L
2(0; T ;V 0), respectively. We therefore can deduce the existence of a weak
solution to system (4.61){(4.65) satisfying (4.66){(4.67). The proof of uniqueness is rather
straightforward, and we may allow ourselves to leave it to the interested reader.
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Using the adjoint system, we can now eliminate h; h from (4.60). Indeed, we have the
following result.
Theorem 5. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold true. If v 2 Vad is an optimal control for
(CP) with associated state [u; '] = S(v) and adjoint state [ep; eq], then the following variational
inequality holds true:

Z T
0
Z


v  (v   v) dx dt +
Z T
0
Z


ep  (v   v) dx dt  0 ; 8v 2 Vad: (4.84)
Proof. Note that, thanks to (4.65), we have for the sum (that we denote by I) of the rst four
terms on the left-hand side of (4.60) the identity
I := 1
Z T
0
Z


(u  uQ)  h dx dt+ 2
Z T
0
Z


('  'Q)h dx dt+ 3
Z


(u(T )  u
)  h(T ) dx
+ 4
Z


('(T )  '
)h(T ) dx = 1
Z T
0
Z


(u  uQ)  h dx dt + 2
Z T
0
Z


('  'Q)h dx dt
+
Z T
0
 hept(t); h(t)iVdiv + hht (t); ep(t)iVdiv dt+ Z T
0
 heqt(t); h(t)iV + hht (t); eq(t)iV  dt :
(4.85)
Recalling the weak formulation of the linearized system (4.6){(4.11) for h = v   v, we obtain,
omitting the argument t,
hht ; epiVdiv =  2  (')Dh; Dep   2   0(') hDu; Dep)   b(u; h; ep)
  b(h;u; ep) +  h(rK  '); ep +  ' (rK  h); ep + (v   v; ep) ; (4.86)
hht ; eqiV = (u h;req ) + (h ';req )    (')rh;req 
+
 
m0(') hr(K  ');req  +  m(')(rK  h);req 
   h0(')r';req ): (4.87)
We now insert these two identies, as well as (4.68) and (4.69), in (4.85). Integrating by parts,
using the boundary conditions for the involved quantities and the fact that h and ep are
divergence free vector elds, and observing that the symmetry of the kernel K implies the
identity Z


(K  )! dx =
Z


(K  !)  dx ; 8 ; ! 2 H;
we arrive at the conclusion that
I =
Z T
0
Z


ep  (v   v) dx dt :
Therefore, (4.84) follows from this identity and (4.60).
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Remark 1. System (2.7){(2.12) subject to (1.10), written for [u; '], the adjoint system (4.61){
(4.65), and the variational inequality (4.84), form together the rst-order necessary optimality
conditions. Moreover, since Vad is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of L2(Q)2, the condition
(4.84) is, in the case  > 0, equivalent to the following condition for the optimal control v 2 Vad,
v = PVad

  ep


;
where PVad is the orthogonal projector in L2(Q)2 onto Vad. From standard arguments it follows
from this projection property the pointwise condition
vi(x; t) = max

va;i(x; t); min
  1 epi(x; t); vb;i(x; t)		 ; i = 1; 2; for a. e. (x; t) 2 Q :
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